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BACKGROUND:The objective in the present study is to determine the severity of functional tricuspid regurgitation with 
the severity of pulmonary hypertension and other variables.

MATERIALS AND METHODS:In the present study 10,000 consecutive cases undergoing echocardiography in Hamidia hospital Bhopal,MP,Central 
India between 1st January   2009 to july 2011 were analysed.1203 cases of functional tricuspid regurgitation(FTR) were found with the exclusion 
of organic tricuspid regurgitation and out of these we determine the severity of of FTR  with pulmonary artery systolic pressure(PASP) and other 
variables.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS: PASP is the strong predictor of FTR severity irrespective of age and severity is also  dependent on other variables.
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INTRODUCTION:
Tricuspid regurgitation (TR) may be due to primary intrinsic abnor-
malities of the tricuspid valve1,2 or more commonly,secondary factors 
that result in functionalregurgitation despite a structurally normal 
valve 3,4,5.. 

Functional tricuspid regurgitation (FTR) is common in patients with 
left-side valve disease and left ventricular (LV) dysfunction, and de-
pending on its severity it can considerably decrease long-term sur-
vival6,7. Several echocardiographic and angiographic studies have 
suggested important changes in the tricuspid valve (TV) geometry in 
patients with functional TR, including annular dilatation and tethering 
of the leaflets.8,9,10 These TV deformations may restrict the motion of 
the leaflets and decrease coaptation.

 For many years, the tricuspid was mostly ignored, in part due to the 
assumption that regurgitation, then assumed as “functional”, would 
simply improve after correction of the mitral or aortic valve disease. 
However, in recent years, the so called “forgotten valve” has been 
claiming a progressive and deserved attention. Indeed, certain items 
must be kept in mind, they regard:

Impact of tricuspid regurgitation: Persistent moderate to severe 
secondary tricuspid regurgitation impacts functional capacity and 
long-termsurvival 11 hence early surgical correction must be consid-
ered.

Enduring dysfunction after repair: In cases of severe tricuspid regurgi-
tation, unrepaired TR may still continue to progress, even if left heart

valve function is adequately restored.12Whether tricuspid regurgita-
tion will recede, remain stable or progress is impossible to predict.

Therefore, the objective of this study was to determine the severity 
of functional TR with the severity pulmonary hypertension and other 
variables. Echocardiography is the gold standard tool to diagnose TR 
severity and thus help in management of the patient.

MATERIALS AND METHODS:
The present study is a retrospective study on 10,000 consecutive cas-
es undergoing echocardiography in Hamidia hospital Bhopal,MP,Cen-
tral India between 1 January 2009 to July 2011 were analysed.Echo-
cardiography was performed by consultant cardiologist using Acusen 
Aspen color Doppler machine following ASE guidelines.Out of 10,000 
cases,1203 cases of functional tricuspid regurgitation were found in 
the present study with the exclusion of organic tricuspid valve diseas-

es.In the present study,we discuss the patient with functional TR asso-
ciated with pulmonary hypertension(>50mmhg).Firstly,we divide FTR 
with pulmonary hypertension into moderate(50-69) and severe(>70) 
according to pulmonary artery systolic pressure(PASP).Secondly, we 
compare the severity of pulmonary hypertension with various de-
gree of tricuspid regurgitation and its correlation with different vari-
ables like age,sex,mitral regurgitation,left ventricular systolic dysfunc-
tion,PASP and organic mitral valve diseases in the present study.

INCLUSION CRITERIA:
All moderate to severe MR except mild MR.
LVSD or Ejection fraction <50%
PASP>50mmhg
EXCLUSION CRITERIA:
Organic tricuspid valve diseases
PASP <50mmhg
Mild MR

RESULTS:
In the present study of 10,000 consecutive cases undergoing echocar-
diography 1203 case of functional tricuspid regurgitation were found 
without organic tricuspid valve diseases (38 cases).The distribution 
of TR severity with PASP is shown in figure:1In our study higher PASP 
was associated with progressively higher proportion of patient with 
moderate to severe TR and thus indicates strong association between 
PASP and severity of TR.

Figure:1Distribution of tricuspid regurgitation severity with PASP.

TR was mild in 51.9% with PASP 50-69mmhg and  29.5% with PASP 
>70mmhg.
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The characteristics of patient with various degree of TR with elevated 
PASP >50mmhg is shown in the table:1 and 2.

PASP50-
69mmhg(n=408) PASP>70mmhg(n=261)

SL.NO. VARIABLES Mild TR Moderate-
severe TR Mild TR Moderate-

severe TR
1 Age(>50yrs) 68+12 68+16 68+16 68+17
2 Female(%) 121(57) 109(73.1) 46(59.7) 122(59.8)
3 LVSD 27 29 5 11
4 PASP 58+9 60+9 82+10 92+18
5 MR 58 59 9 36

Table:1.Shows characteristics patients with pulmonary hypertension 
and various degree of TR.

PASP 50-69mmhg PASP>70mmhg

SLNO. Gender Mild Moderate SevereTR Mild 
TR

Modera-
teTR

Sev-
er-
eTR

1. Male 91 66 21 31 60 22
2. Female 121 83 26 46 65 57

Table:2.Shows sex distribution in functional TR with pulmonary hyper-
tension

In PASP 50-69mmhg the following results found:
1.There was no significance difference in age (>50yrs) with various 
degree of TR,
2.Among gender predilection females were predominantly affected 
than males with various degree of TR severity in our study.
3.PASP was slightly higher with moderate to severe TR as compared 
with mild TR.
4.LVSD is slightly greater in patient with moderate to severe TR.
5.MR was more common in patient with greater degree of TR with 
PASP>50mmhg.

With PASP >70mmhg,there  were only slight difference in PASP gradi-
ent with various degree of TR and the correlation with other variables 
like age,sex,LVSD,MR and PASP with various degree of TR  were similar 
to PASP 50-69mmhg. 

DISCUSSION:  
Very few studies were found to correlate with the present study.In 
the present study PASP  was the strong predictor of functional tricus-
pid regurgitation severity.In our study with PASP 50-69mmhg ,it was 
found to be  higher with greater degree  of tricuspid regurgitation(-
moderate –severe TR) and with PASP>70mmhg there was no signif-
icance difference in PASP with various degree of FTR(mild,moderate 
and severeTR) and is similar to the study by Mutlak D.etal13.

In our study , with age(>50yrs)there was no significance in pulmonary 
hypertension with various degree of TR and is similar to the study by 
Mutlak D.etal13,Toplisky Y.etal14, Sagie A etal10.

In the present study,females were predominantly affected with var-
ious degree of TR with pulmonary hypertension as compare with 
other studies by Toplisky etal14 and Sagie A etal10 where males were 
affected more than females.In the study by Mutlak D etal13 no gender 
preponderance.

In the present study, left ventricular systolic dysfunction(LVSD) were 
found to be higher with moderate-severe TR with PASP>50mmhg and 
is similar to the study by Mutlak D etal13.

In our study,mitral regurgitation were more common with moderate- 
severe TR with PASP >50mmhg similar to the study  Mutlak  D etal.13

CONCLUSIONS:
Pulmonary artery systolic pressure(PASP) is the strong predictor for 
functional tricuspid regurgitation irrespective of the age but was de-
pendent on other variables like sex,mitral regurgitation,left ventricu-
lar systolic dysfunction in the present study. Echocardiography is the 
gold standard tool for diagnosing  severity of TR and  thus helps in 
the management  of the patient.
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